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Digitalization in medicine



Digitization, digitalization, and digital transformation in medicine

macro
healthcare systems national and transnational eHealth

patient data EHRs, interoperability

medical data EMRs, data models, ontologies

patient care CDS, expert systems, AI, NLP

images, signals imaging and visualization

systems biology modelling and simulation

molecular medicine bioinformatics
micro



Digitalization in clinical medicine

➢ Stage I: Digitalizing medical patient data
▪ EHRs, EMRs, Health Apps, images, bio-signals, national, …

➢ Stage II: Digitalizing clinical workflows
▪ In-patient care, wards, departments, out-patient, home, chronic care, …

➢ Stage III: Digitalizing medical knowledge
▪ Anatomy, physiology, pathophysiology, nosology, pharmacology, pharmacogenomics, …

Clinical decision support—Applying knowledge to data

Quality assurancePatient safety Cost reductionBetter care

clinical demand



Artificial intelligence 
in 

clinical medicine



History

• Clay tablets with cuneiform writing from New Babylonian (about 650 B.C.)

– instructions to medical examination, diagnosis, and prognosis

• “Reasoning Foundations of Medical Diagnosis” by Ledley and Lusted in Science 

(1959)

– computer-assisted medical diagnosis and therapy

• medical expert system MYCIN by Shortliffe et al. (Stanford University, 1975)

– diagnostic and therapeutic proposals for patients suffering from infectious 

diseases (evaluation JAMA, 1979)





IF

1) the stain of the organism is grampos, and

2) the morphology of the organism is coccus, and

3) the growth conformation of the organism is clumps,

THEN

there is suggestive evidence (0.7), that the identity of the organism is

staphylococcus.

Example of a heuristic MYCIN rule

MYCIN-I

• diagnostic and therapeutic proposals for patients suffering from infectious diseases



A multiplicity of intelligences

from:  Gardner, H. (1998) A Multiplicity of Intelligences. Scientific American Presents 9(4), 19–23.

… …

patient–physician
dialogue

diagnostician
[Dr. House]

surgeon, 
internist, …

emotional and
social intelligence



Medical research

biomolecular research
medical statistics

clustering and classification 
data and knowledge mining

consensus conferences

factual/causal, definitional, statistical, and heuristic knowledge

molecular 
biomedicine

medical knowledge

facts consensus generalization

medical 
studies

evidence-based 
medicine



Patient care

decision-oriented 
analysis and interpretation 

of patient data

factual/causal, definitional, statistical, and heuristic knowledge

human-to-human human-to-humanclinical decision support

patient-
physician 
encounter

patient-
physician 
follow-up

computable 
medical knowledge

medical knowledge



Artificial Intelligence (AI)—applicable to clinical medicine

• Definition: AI is the science of artificial simulation of human thought processes 
with computers.

from: Feigenbaum, E.A. & Feldman, J. (eds.) (1995) Computers & Thought. AAAI Press, Menlo Park, back cover.

• It is the decomposition of an entire clinical thought process and its separate 
artificial simulation—also of simple instances of “clinical thought”—that make 
the task of AI in clinical medicine manageable.

• A functionally-driven science of AI that extends clinicians through computer
systems step by step can immediately be established.


artificial-intelligence-augmented clinical medicine



Clinical decision 
support



Towards clinical decision support

Steps of natural progression

• patient administration
– admission, transfer, discharge, and billing

• documentation of patients’ medical data
– electronic health record: all media, distributed, life-long (partially fulfilled)

• patient and hospital analytics
– data warehouses, quality measures, reporting and research databases, data and text 

mining, patient study recruitment
… population-specific

• clinical decision support 
‒ safety net, quality assurance, evidence-based 

… patient-specific



A “holy grail” of clinical informatics 
is scalable, interoperable 
clinical decision support.

according to

Kensaku Kawamoto

HL7 Work Group Meeting, 

San Diego, CA, September 2011



Clinical medicine

medical guidelines
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Clinical medicine: high complexity

• sources of medical knowledge
‒ factual/causal
‒ definitional                        evidence-based medicine      
‒ statistical/study-based
‒ heuristic

• layers of medical knowledge
‒ observational and measurement level
‒ interpretation, abstraction, aggregation, summarization
‒ pathophysiological states
‒ diseases/diagnoses, therapies, prognoses, management decisions

• imprecision, uncertainty, and incompleteness
‒ imprecision (=fuzziness) of medical concepts

* due to the unsharpness of boundaries of linguistic concepts
‒ uncertainty of medical conclusions

* due to the uncertainty of the occurrence and co-occurrence of precise and imprecise medical concepts
‒ incompleteness of medical data and medical theory

* due to only partially known medical data and partially known explanations for medical phenomena

• “gigantic” amount of medical data and medical knowledge
‒ patient history, physical examination, laboratory test results, clinical findings
‒ symptom-disease relationships, disease-therapy relationships, gene-drug relationships, …
‒ terminologies, ontologies: SNOMED CT, LOINC, UMLS, …

specialization, teamwork, quality management, computer support ➔ CDS

}



Literature on “Clinical Decision Support”: 36,211 publications
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• studies in Colorado and Utah and in New York 
(1997)
– errors in the delivery of health care leading to 

the death of as many as 98,000 US citizens 
annually

• causes of errors

– error or delay in diagnosis

– failure to employ indicated tests

– use of outmoded tests or therapy

– failure to act on results of testing or 
monitoring

– error in the performance of a test, procedure, 
or operation

– error in administering the treatment 

– error in the dose or method of using a drug

– avoidable delay in treatment or in responding 
to an abnormal test

– inappropriate (not indicated) care

– failure of communication

– equipment failure

• prevention of errors
– we must systematically design safety into 

processes of care

errors

prevention







Clinical decision support: Definitions

• Foundational: Key origin of field of biomedical informatics

– AIM = artificial intelligence in medicine

– computer-based diagnosis in the heyday of AI

• Now: Intelligent assistant

– support/assist human decision makers, not supplant them

 Core: Applying knowledge to data

Miller RA. Medical diagnostic decision support systems—past, present and future: a threaded bibliography and brief commentary. 
Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association 1994;1:8-27. 



EMRs with CDS through knowledge-based systems
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Approaches to CDS

“big” published texts

text mining

CDS

knowledge design

knowledge-based systems

CDS

induction

“big” structured data

data mining

CDS

empirical,
low level

induction

empirical,
high level

deduction

axiomatic

medical publications

abstracted texts

CDS

display

authoritarian

e.g., UpToDate
by

Wolters Kluwer

e.g., Watson Health
by

IBM

Knowledge Engines
by

Medexter

“big” imaging data

pattern recognition

CDS

annotation

empirical,
low level



Knowledge-based 
clinical decision support 



Knowledge design
based upon

computable biomedical knowledge

consensual “institutional” 
knowledge

written documents

e.g.,
EHR alerts, MES, AppStore apps, SaaS apps, CDS Hooks, 

medical knowledge engines

individual “proprietary” 
knowledge

designed knowledge
for the digital age

multi-stakeholder
Kaizen events

Kai – change; Zen – (continuous) improvement



UpToDate by Wolters Kluwer: Abstracted published texts



Moni:
Healthcare-associated 
infection surveillance

at ICUs

 Septicemias
‒ primary, secondary, device-

associated, unknown origin

 ICU-acquired pneumonias
‒ bronchitis, pneumonia,

various degrees of mibi
confirmation

 Urinary tract infections
‒ mibi-confirmed, not mibi-

confirmed

 Central-venous-catheter-
related infections
‒ local, global, no positive blood 

culture, mibi-confirmed



Moni by Medexter for HAI surveillance: Knowledge design



Machine-learning
artificial intelligence 



Machine-learning AI as shortcut
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Correlation is not causation.

Today’s machine learning relies on correlation, 

not causation.

 study of causality by causal inference 

networks

Lucky is he/she who has been able to understand 

the causes of things.

Virgil, 29 BC



user

book ordering

patient

symptoms, signs, laboratory test results, 
clinical findings

recommendations 
hits/misses

diagnosis
confirmed/hypothesis/screening/missing

therapy
selection/optional/patient preference

user
It’s not essential.

patient (and clinician)
It’s essential!

Big data—false positives/false negatives

Amazon clinical medicine
(more than medical imaging)

≠AI algorithm AI-supported clinician



Explainable 
machine-learning 

artificial intelligence



from:  Gunning, D., Aha D.W. (2019) DARPA’s Explainable Artificial Intelligence Program. AI Magazine 40(2), 44–58.



from:  Gunning, D., Aha D.W. (2019) DARPA’s Explainable Artificial Intelligence Program. AI Magazine 40(2), 44–58.



Outlook 



➢ alerts, reminders, to-do lists

➢ clinical test interpretations and temporal abstraction

➢ (tele)monitoring of chronic conditions

➢ differential diagnostics

▪ rare diseases, rare syndromes

▪ further diagnostic procedures      

▪ multi-morbidity

➢ genetics, proteomics

▪ molecular variations

Clinical decision support with knowledge engines

➢ computerized evidence-based workflows, 
clinical guidelines, protocols, SOPs

➢ surveillance criteria and quality benchmarking

➢ illness severity scores, prediction rules

➢ trend detection and visualization

➢ drug alerts, reminders, calculations

▪ indication, contraindications, redundant 
medications, cost-effective substitutions

▪ dosage calculations, drug-drug and gene-drug 
interactions

▪ adverse drug events

➢ management of antimicrobial therapies 

▪ susceptibility and resistance rates

➢ pharmacogenomics

DIAGNOSIS

PROGNOSIS

THERAPY

HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT

Knowledge Engines



Clinical decision support: Infinite extent

Medical data Medical knowledge with processing engines

+ national health systems + alerts, reminders, recommendations, calculations, …

+ EHR, EMR + hepatitis serology, toxoplasmosis serology, …

+ GP SW + rheumatology for GPs, …

+ mobile health apps + rheumatology for clinics, …

+ HAI alerts, surveillance, reports, …

+ guidelines for diabetes, …

+ hepatitis at pregnancy, …                                                

data systems        + knowledge systems



infinite 
content complexity

infinite 
clinical subjects



Standards-based hospital IT for CDS

Oracle
mysql

…

SQL DB connector
HL7 FHIR connector

HL7 CDA 
HL7 FHIR

…

knowledge 
base

data base
(DB)

ArdenSuite
…

HL7 Arden Syntax 
(Fuzzy Arden Syntax)

PMML
to

HL7 Arden Syntax
through

machine learning



Use it 
as part of your EMR 

or

as stand-alone application

Medical Knowledge

medical logic modules

CDS Engine

The prediction:

The medical knowledge

➢ clinically proven knowledge: rules, tables, decision trees, 

guidelines, scores, algorithms, …

➢ evidence-based, application-ready knowledge packages

➢ knowledge design or knowledge through machine learning

The CDS engine

➢ HL7’s Arden Syntax medical knowledge representation and 

processing, with fuzzy methodologies

➢ scalable from cloud-based services to mobile apps

In the future, any clinical activity will be either supported or 

substituted by Medical Knowledge Engines.

+ +

Medical Knowledge Engines



Arden Syntax



Warp jump (2001 and later)

To unify the various applied forms of
• knowledge representation
• knowledge acquisition
• knowledge processing
• patient data access
• HIS system integration
• modularity, scalability

General-purpose, autonomous, 
interoperable, fuzzy, service-
oriented CDS engine

Motto:

I want it all,
I want it all,
I want it all,
and I want it now.

Queen



Arden Syntax: HL7- and ANSI-approved

• An HL7 standard language for writing situation-action rules, procedures, or 

knowledge bases that trigger results based on clinical events detected in patient data

• Each module, referred to as a medical logic module (MLM), contains sufficient 

knowledge to make at least a single medical decision

➢ extended by medical knowledge packages (MKPs) consisting of interconnected MLMs for 

complex clinical decision support

• Continuous development

➢ The Health Level Seven Arden Syntax for Medical Logic Systems, version 2.9—including fuzzy 

methodologies—was approved by Health Level Seven (HL7) International and the American 

National Standards Institute (ANSI) in 2013.  

➢ The latest version, Version 2.10—including ArdenML, an XML-based 

representation of Arden Syntax MLMs—was approved in 2014.

 healthcare industry and academic users 



What is Arden Syntax?

•  a knowledge representation standard primarily meant for medical knowledge.

•  used for sharing computerized health knowledge bases across personnel, 
information systems, and institutions. 

•  organized in modules. Each module is referred to as a medical logic module 
(MLM) and contains sufficient knowledge to make at least a single medical decision.

•  a computer-interpretable format that is used by clinical decision support 
systems. 



Arden Syntax – Structure

• In Arden Syntax, medical knowledge is 
hierarchically arranged within medical logic 
modules (MLMs)

• Each MLM represents sufficient knowledge 
to make at least one single medical decision

• An MLM is stored in a file that has the file 
extension “.mlm”

• Each MLM is well organized and structured 
into categories and slots.

• Categories must appear in a predefined 
order.

• Each category contains a category-specific 
set of slots, also in a predefined order.



Arden Syntax MLM – Knowledge Category – Example 

SIRS Notification

ALERT if ≥ 2 Criteria

Temperature > 38°C (100.4°F) or < 36°C (96.8°F)

and/or

Heart rate > 90 beats per minute

and/or

Respiratory rate > 20 breaths per minute or arterial carbon dioxide tension (PaCO2) < 32 mm Hg

and/or

White blood cell count (>12,000/µL or < 4,000/µL or >10% immature [band] forms)

SIRS: systemic inflammatory response syndrome, unsharpness of boundaries not considered



Closing 



AI & CDS in clinical medicine (now and in the future)

Mission

AI & CDS to empower clinicians

• for better care, patient safety, quality assurance, and cost reduction

by

• teaming intelligence between health IT and clinicians1)

Evolution of methods

• Knowledge-based systems (classic symbolic AI)

• Machine learning and big data

– pattern recognition, data mining, text mining

• and many, many more

➢ Something to consider:

• But big data is usually dumb data.2)

• Correlation is not causation.3) 

Clinical benefit                                                          

“AI & CDS health IT must support us in our patient care.”                 

The clinicians

1) Johnson M., Vera A.H. (2019) No AI Is an Island: The Case for Teaming Intelligence. AI Magazine, 40(1), 16–28.
2) Thiel P., Masters B. (2014) Zero to One – Notes on startups, or how to build the future. Crown Business, New York.
3) Pearl J., Mackenzie D. (2018) The Book of Why: The New Science of Cause and Effect. Basic Books, New York.
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